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 Richard Smedley 
 FOSS activist Richard hacks his way 
through the overgrown intertubes to 
find rare and beautiful open source 
specimens for the good of humanity. 

“You can create sounds 
and lots of instruments 
from scratch.  ”

  Instruments and effects are all stored as text values in 
XML files, for easy sharing and collaboration. 

 K angaSound is behind music 
and sound effect software. 
Here, we’re looking at Kangas 

Sound Editor QI, which is the version 
that’s not dependent upon an external 
MySQL install. Rather than 
conventional music notation, it uses a 
system of frequency ratios for pitch 
control. You can create sounds and 
instruments from scratch by specifying 
the harmonics and inharmonics.

After downloading Kangas Sound 
Editor QI, install it by running:
java -jar kangas-sound-editor-qi-install-
4.1.0.jar

You’ll need to click OK about a dozen 
times to accept the defaults.

Kangas Sound QI
A cute and cuddly furry kangaroo – 

or at least a picture of a toy one – is the 
icon on your menu for Kangas Sound 
Editor QI. Open it up and you’ll find a 
busy interface in which you can create 
sounds by dragging a blue-bordered 
Sequence box to the edit panel, then a 
yellow-bordered Sound box into that, 
and a magenta-bordered Harmonic box 
into that. Dialog boxes bring choices of 
many pre-defined harmonics.

It’s not an instant procedure, but 
you don’t have to work alone. Users can 
build collaboratively – everything 
Kangas Sound Editor QI uses is 
exported and imported as an XML file. 
These are big beasts, and older 
machines will notice the strain of 
handling large XML imports. 
Nonetheless, it does open the way to 
third-party tools and allows you to diff 
files you’ve shared with others to see 
the changes under the hood.

Once you’ve made or imported a 
sound, click on Compute to make a 
playable sound file. You can playback 
sounds individually, and tweak various 
aspects by clicking into the different 
coloured boxes you’ve placed in the 
editor pane. As well as including the 
Wave Player to playback sounds, this 
release adds improvements to 
Waveform, Pitch and Amplitude views, 
and brings many small adjustments, 
improvements, and bug fixes.

We enjoyed playing with making 
sounds, and you could create all sorts 
of great noise. But for making music it’s 
a bit of a faff compared to score-based 
tools. However, for those who don’t 
read music, or want to try something 
different, the art of noise awaits. 
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Sound effects and music creation

Exploring the Kangas Sound QI interface

 Start here 
 Track 0 is the master, so 
start your sound creation 
on track 1. Actually, start 
by reading the online 
tutorial and watching the 
YouTube guide. 

 Busy, busy 
 The interface is 
hectic – Kangas 
Sound Editor QI is 
powerful tool, but 
there’s a lot to learn. 

 Sound selection 
 Each aspect of the sound 
pops up a few defaults, 
but leaves you to make 
the choices of pitch, 
harmonics, interval etc. 

 Rainbow choice 
 Drag and drop takes the 
properties boxes you need 
from here to the edit pane. 

 Work done 
 Once you’ve populated the timeline with sounds it 
looks quite colourful. Building from scratch without 
importing ready-made sounds is not a trivial task. 
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